Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting Minutes
October 7, 2014

Attendees: Erik Green, Carl Eadler, Noora Almajid, Faye Crosby, Carolyn Chuong, Rachel Kirkwood, Alexandra Kasper, Free Moini, John Steele, Lucy Rojas, Grace Shefcik, Anthony Tsujisaka, Miten Jain, Aykezar Adil, Serene Jneid, Brooklynn Ackerman

Absent: Alma Sifuentes, Denise Onitsuka

Guests: None

1) The committee is convened. Erik welcomes the committee to the new academic year, and reviews the agenda for the meeting. Lucy reviews the committee materials and also the learning outcomes for the year.

2) Committee Updates
   a) At the end of the spring quarter 2014, Erik Green and Ceril Fangon were elected as the co-Chairs of SFAC. Erik explains that Ceril will not be a student this year and has resigned his position with SFAC. Erik will continue as the chair of the committee.
   b) At the end of spring quarter 2014, Brooklynn Ackerman and Noora Almajid were elected as the co-Vice Chairs. After Noora was elected to be Vice-Chair, SFAC learned that SCOC had appointed another student as the College 10 representative. Erik explains he has sent a letter to SCOC, requesting that the committee re-consider Noora appointment. In the meantime, Erik would like to maintain Noora’s participation in the committee, especially because there are a number of new members this year, and Noora will help support committee operations. Erik proposes that Noora continue as a non-voting member of SFAC while we wait to hear from SCOC. Miten makes a motion to approve Erik’s proposal; Tony seconds the motion. Erik conducts a straw poll. Motion carries.
   c) Erik announces that there was a Council of Student Fees meeting that took place in summer 2014 here at UC Santa Cruz. More updates to come regarding CSF.

3) Team Building Activity
   a) The group engages in a team building activity related to allocating $100,000 to a fictitious university department.
   b) Group discusses priorities for funding, how to approach allocating funds including what kinds of questions to ask, etc.

4) University 101 – See notes from orientation booklet

5) Announcements
   a) John announces that next Monday Kris Perry will be on campus at the Kresge Town Hall. She is the creator of the documentary Case Against 8.
   b) Tony announces that there is a Rocky Horror Show on October 25th.

6) Adjournment